
HAUS 5 SCHLAFRÄUME 5 BÄDER IN BENAHAVÍS
 Benahavís

REF# V4675048 3.950.000 €

BETTEN

5

BÄDER

5

GEBAUT

753 m²

GRUNDRISS

1644 m²

Located in the prestigious gated area of El Herrojo Alto, close to the famous of La Quinta Golf & Country 
Club, stands this luxurious five-bedroom villa, exhibiting Mediterranean elegance and epitomizing a life of 
luxury. This exceptional dwelling benefits from an exclusive location, offering unmatched vistas of the sea, 
golf courses, and mountains. Its strategic location grants swift access to celebrated amenities and 
distinguished golf courses like La Quinta, Las Brisas, Los Naranjos, and Aloha.

Positioned on a sizable secluded plot, the villa provides spacious living, featuring five bedrooms and five 
bathrooms. Its southeast orientation saturates the residence in plentiful natural light and warmth, 
augmenting the home's serene aura.

On entering the property we immediately are captivated by the majestic double-height entrance hall, five 
substantial bedrooms, five bathrooms, a kitchen outfitted with modern amenities and breakfast nook, a 
grand dining room, a spacious living area, a temperature-regulated wine cellar, and a recreation room 
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furnished with a pool table, bar, and a projector. Additional features include a laundry room, abundant 
storage space, and staff quarters with a living area, bedroom, and bathroom.

The master suite is a tranquil retreat, boasting stunning sea views, an ample walk-in closet, and a refined 
fireplace. The adjacent bathroom is crafted meticulously, radiating unmatched opulence.

Outside, the residence maintains its charm with a heated saltwater pool and broad terraces, perfect for 
unwinding and basking in the sun. Advanced technology fortifies the villa, including a security alarm system 
with cameras, underfloor heating, an elevator servicing all floors, and a B&O domotic system.
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